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I almost recommended the game until the last 15 minutes before the ending. the graphics, music, gameplay, dialogues are just
what I desired in a point&click adventure game, and the story is really captivating. However, when you ruin an ending in any
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kind of storytelling, you basically dismiss all the process of getting there.. This game is for adventure game fans who are more
interested in a good murder-mystery detective story than they are in typical adventure games puzzles. This game is easy and does
not burden the player with difficult puzzles, pixel-hunting, or overly long dialogues. It just focuses on keeping the story going.
And it's a pretty good story. For that reason, I do recommend it. However, the ending is a bit disappointing. It's not that it leaves
any loose ends. You'll basically know what happened. It's just that it ends too abruptly, leaving you surprised and somewhat
unsatisfied. It almost feels like it was really rushed. Despite the ending, I think it's $10 very well spent if you are in the market
for such a game.. Solid point and click. The only flaw is that its a PURE point and click. Sometimes you spend ages trying to
find what to do only to realise you did not notice a hot spot you should have clicked on. On the plus side, if you left click and
then right click on a hot spot which is not needed it dissapears so it helps to see what is actually needed. Story is ok, keeps you
going to see whats next and no puzzles at all. All of the game is done by finding what goes where.. Good graphics + Interesting
plot + Dark athmosphere - awkward character animations - too linear - poor ending. PROS: Decent voice acting Music fits the
atmosphere Background Art CONS: Linear Only a couple of puzzles Feels like you are playing a point and click story than a
game Story takes too long, it can be very boring until the end. 4/10 Unfulfilling.skip it. I almost gave this a positive review.
Almost. I was really getting into the game, and mentally planning to leave a glowing review for it because once you get past the
awkward UI and the annoying 'Hunt for the plot trigger' scheme, the story really picks up. And then it train wrecks and rolls
credits. Spoiler warning, but there's not a happy or satisfying ending. It just gives you a last second plot dump that spoils the
tantalizing mysteries and then kills off both main characters . They could still be alive for a sequel, but only because of
numerous loose ends that also sour the experience. After beating it, I genuinely went online to find out if I had somehow gotten
a Bad End or something. It's just that sour. All that said, for the price it has decent graphics (though the animations are limited
and sadly recycled far too often) and great characters. They did a great job with the art design, and the setting is enjoyable and
well presented. The characters are annoyingly obtuse and obnoxious, but their unlikable personalities are actually a nice change
of pace. Sure they're s, but why should stories only revolve around likeable people? The thief actually has a nice story arc that
redeems him a fair bit. (The detective sadly feels like 90% of his story was left on the cutting room floor.) If the ending hadn't
felt like they ran out of budget and just kicked it out the door then I'd have recommended it. If you pick it up on a heavy sale or
in a bundle then it's worth an install, it's just you should go in expecting to be disappointed by the waste of a good story and
characters. This game doesn't need a sequel, it needs a complete remake that retcons the ending.. Probably the worst and least
satisfying ending of any game I've ever played, but everything before it was good. It isn't particularly difficult but it has an
interesting story (even if it doesn't have a very good payoff) and a nice atmosphere with high quality visuals. It's fairly close to
The Black Mirror in terms of gameplay and general tone.
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